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Movement of population and firms in response to opportunities/incentives

Cities have been the primary subjects of investigationCities have been the primary subjects of investigation

Basic Idea not new but Richard Florida’s “Creative Class” notions and the the work that 

followed gave it wings.
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This has become a growth industry in itself.  Googling Creative class brings up a multitude 

of sites.  of sites.  

Mayors and University presidents are combining to attract the creative class, usually 

through supporting and enhancing the cultural venues in cities. Rural communities are 

beginning to participate

Rotman Institute –Prosperity Instittue U or T, previously George Mason, He also heads a 

private consulting firm, the Creative Class Group.

Prof. Florida received a PhD from Columbia University in 1986. Prior to joining George 

Mason University's School of Public Policy where he spent two years, he taught at Carnegie 

Mellon University
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There is also a developing literature on empirically establishing the link between the 

presence of the creative class and economic dynamism in cities (or rural areas)presence of the creative class and economic dynamism in cities (or rural areas)

Jane Jacobs 1969, The Economy of Cities strongly advocates diversity of cities as a means of 

attracting workers, increasing productivity and 
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Montreal, Vancouver, Toronto, and Calgary appear in the top ten of each of the rankings.  

Cultural share and chg in pop also have Ottawa-Hull in common.Cultural share and chg in pop also have Ottawa-Hull in common.
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The framework for considering how community characteristics affect the concentration of 

culture occupations is that of utility maximizing behavior by the relatively footloose culture occupations is that of utility maximizing behavior by the relatively footloose 

creative class. Preferences for a set of amenities present in certain communities can, in a 

Roback (1982) framework, drive the concentration of a particular sector in that location. At 

the same time, this concentration may be consistent with firm productivity advantages 

accruing to a location that collects the creative class (which have initially chosen the 

location for its natural or urban amenities or other attributes). In an increasing returns 

environment, a community's advantage can become self-perpetuating. At a point in time, 

the observed culture occupations share will thus reflect the community characteristics that 

have drawn individuals, and firms, to choose that location. Over a period of time the 

culture occupations share will respond to demand shocks, including globalization, changes 

in immigration laws, and technological change.

Dependent variable is the culture occupations share in community (CCS) r, province p in 

2006. 1981 ethnic diversity index (ETHDIV)and most of the other explanatory variables, is 

lagged by 25 years to proxy for initial conditions in the community which may have 

persistent effects on current culture occupation shares. With a 25 year lag, this reverse 

causality problem is minimized.

The vector of demographic variables (DEMOG) is also lagged by 25 years, while the next 

two vectors of explanatory variables are chosen to be completely exogenous—natural 

amenities (A) and geographic location (GEOG). Economics variables (ECON) are comprised 

of 1981 community economic characteristics and provincial dummies σp. The residual is 

represented by εrpt. 
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In our empirical models ethnic diversity is represented by, eth_div81, the index described in Section 3 above, measured in 1981. Taking 
the measure in 1981 allows us to characterize the initial period characteristics of the community as one that is culturally diverse. Using 
only % foreign born of the resident population may fail to reveal the important ethnic diversity characteristics that can contribute to a only % foreign born of the resident population may fail to reveal the important ethnic diversity characteristics that can contribute to a 
creative milieu as conceived by Jacobs (1969) and Florida (2002). If ethnic diversity attracts the creative class, we would expect to find a 
positive relationship between this initial-period community characteristic and the subsequent development of culture occupations, our 
indicator variable for the creative class.
The first demographic variable is population size, pop_size81, of the CCS, which is the primary indicator of the presence of urban 
agglomeration economies (other than ethnic diversity) that increase productivity and facilitate the provision of urban amenities. 
Although we expect the key influences to be primarily very localized due to the emphasis on frequent and face-to-face contact, we also 
include population in surrounding CCSs. For urban CCSs, we include cacam_rpop81 and for non-urban CCSs, pop_surr81. Cacam_rpop81
is the rest of the CA or CMA, that is, total CA or CMA population minus the population of the target CCS. For rural CCSs, pop_surr81
includes total population of all CCSs that have a common border with the target CCS. The proportion of the population that is bilingual 
(%eng_fre81) and average years of schooling (avg_schlyrs81) are also included. The former captures whether the official bilingual nature 
of Canada generates a richer cultural tradition in places where this bilingualism is embraced/realized, while the latter captures human 
capital intensity. 
Natural amenity variables (A) include average January temperatures (jan_temp), the standard deviation of elevation levels to represent 
topography (elev_stdev), annual snowfall (snow), and July humidity (july_humid). 
The geographic location variables include three distance variables that measure access to agglomeration economies or other sources of 
novel ideas and diversity (Partridge et al. 2007). Characteristics of the creative class or culture workers are expected to be especially 
sensitive to frequent face-to-face interactions. First, d_urban is the distance from the centroid of the CCS to the centroid of the nearest 
urban center of any size. Where the CCS is part of an urban area, the distance is measured to the centroid of the CA/CMA. The second 
distance variable, id_med.urb., measures the incremental distance to an urban center of 100-500K population. That is, in the event that 
the nearest (own) urban center is a CA (10K-100K), the additional remoteness from a larger urban center is also considered. In the urban 
hierarchy, not all goods and services, especially those serving the culture and arts communities, are available in all smaller urban 
centers. To fully represent the complete hierarchy, a third distance variable, id_lg.urb., is also included. This is the incremental distance 
(beyond the nearest medium-sized city) to reach a center of 500K or greater. Of course, if the nearest (own) urban centre happens to be 
500K+, both of the incremental distances will be 0. Also included in the 'location' variables are the provincial dummies with Quebec, 
Canada's predominantly French-speaking province, being the omitted one.
Economic variables include employment shares in representatives of the industrial structure of the local economy: %ag81 (agriculture), 
%othprim81 (other primary), %health81 (health industries), %ed81 (education), %prodserv81 (producer services), %cmplmfg81 (complex 
manufacturing), and %tradmfg81 (traditional manufacturing). Producer services are expected to be positively related to the culture 
occupations share as they employ high levels of creative class workers. Education and health are included as controls since these sectors 
may be, by some measures, included in the creative class. Two additional economic variables are the percentage of the nonfarm labor 
force that is self employed (%nfrm_se81) as an indicator of entrepreneurial inclinations, and also because there is a very high rate of self 
employment in the culture occupations (Schimpf 2005), and fpart_rt81, the female labor force participation rate.
Partridge et al. (2007) use a similar representation of the urban hierarchy, finding 'distance penalties' for employment growth resulting 
from remoteness from specific tiers of the urban hierarchy.
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Some correlation between ethnic diversity and culture shares

Rel. betw ethinic diveristy and growth in culture occupations not apparent

Very high correl betw ethnic diversity at diff points in time
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Amenities played very little role, with the exception of Jan Temps

Strong distance effectsStrong distance effects

Econ vars largely not sign, except complex mfg -ve and % non farm self-empl sign

Provincial dummies showed most provs disadvantaged relative to Quebec (omitted var)
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All other variables unaffected

The terms were also interacted with the result that both were consistently insignificant.The terms were also interacted with the result that both were consistently insignificant.
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Strong distance effects for ruralStrong distance effects for rural

Very low explanatory power overall. Rural areas, distance to medium to large urban centres 

remains significant.  Virtually nothing else 
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All other variables unaffected

The terms were also interacted with the result that both were consistently insignificant.The terms were also interacted with the result that both were consistently insignificant.
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